CHAMPION

CH A & A’S POCKET FULL OF SUNSHINE (B)
BY CH STARSIGN’S A BOY NAMED SIOUX X MONARCH’S BIRTHDAY BUTTERFLY
BREEDER/OWNER: AMY ENGEL & AVA ENGEL

CH ANDALI ANIMATO SUDDEN IMPACT (D)
BY GCH CH LA REN LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL X MIRRAMISS MIGHTY QUEEN
BREEDER: LOUANN HANSEN & CHERYL MAASS & ANDREA MELOON
OWNER: ANDREA MELOON & CHERYL MAASS

CH BLOOM AN RECKLESS LOVE (D)
BY GCH CH NANRICH VALIFYRE OFF THE RADAR X GCH CH BLOOM AN LOVE IS AN OPEN DOOR TKN
BREEDER/OWNER: ANNETTE BLOMQUIST

CH BREVETTE TRESSETTE (B)
BY GCH CH CROWN JEWEL DRACO IT’S IN THE CARDS X GCH CH BREVETTE FER SURE, REALLY
BREEDER: JOANNE YBABEN
OWNER: MS. JEANNINE BARNES & JOANNE YBABEN

CH CAMELOT’S STAR NAUTILUS OF BRAMBLE (B)
BY CH CAMELOT’S ECHO OF DAWN X CAMELOT’S CELESTRIAL STAR
BREEDER: NANCY S DUKE & ALLAN DUKE & SAMARA CHAPMAN
OWNER: KATHY FINDURA & NANCY S DUKE & ALLAN DUKE

CH CHERISH CHARMING ELAN (B)
BY GCH CH DRACO SONG OF ICE N’FIRE X GCH CH MYSTERY’S THE LUCKY ONE CD PCD BN
BREEDER: BRENDA MATHERLY & JENNIFER WIDING
OWNER: MEG L PEIFER & BRENDA MATHERLY

CH CLEARLAKE MISCHIEVOUS AVENGER (D)
BY GCHG CH LAFFORD FLY ME TOO FARLEYSBANE X GCH CH CLEARLAKE VICTORY
BREEDER/OWNER: CORLYN BURKETT & ARDEN BURKETT & ELYSE VANDERMOLEN

CH DAKOTA’S MAJICAL NOVEMBER RAIN AT TWILIGHT (B)
BY GCHP CH SKYVIEW’S DAKOTA REIGN OF DESIRE X GCH CH ZELICOAN’S MAJICAL DAKOTA WIND
BREEDER/OWNER: DARCY R AHLERS & ALBERTA KLEIN & CHRIS ANN MOORE

CH DISYRE RODEO QUEEN (B)
BY CH DISYRE INCREDIBLE LUCK CD PCD BN RAE CGC X CH DISYRE DIAMONDS & GOLD
BREEDER: DIANA SAYRE & LINDA FITZMAURICE
OWNER: JESSICA ISENBARGER & DIANA SAYRE

CH GRACEROSS EALA LASIA (B)
BY BELLEALLIANCE MARKUS AVRELIUS X AKLERIS KRISTANA
BREEDER: TATYANA A KEDROVA
OWNER: JENNIFER ABLE-JONES & JOHN WESLEY JONES & JEREMIE JONES

CH RUNWAY’S RUMOR HAS IT (B)
BY GCH CH DRACO RUNWAY TRIPLE THREAT AT ADAUGEO X CH QUILLO N JOBEE’S GRAND FINALE
BREEDER/OWNER: JULIA KING

CH SILVERMORNING’S BE MY X FACTOR (D)
BY MENINE’S PRINCE OF JOY X SILVERMORNING’S ORGANZA
BREEDER: MONICA PALMERO
OWNER: KAREN SWERDON & MONICA PALMERO
CH WINGSSONG TAKE A CHANCE ON ME
(D)
BY GCHG CH WINGSSONG THIS COULD BE
LOVE X CH WINGSSONG RAVE REVIEWS
BREEDER: CHRIS JONES
OWNER: VERA J NYBERG

CH ZELICAON MARQUIS CREME DE LA
CREME (B)
BY GCH CH JUSTA PUZZLING ALIBI AT
WILLOW’S POND X CH EMERALD GARDEN
ZELICAON VIOLET
BREEDER: MR. FORREST G JOHNSON &
GAYLE KEY
OWNER: PAULA & KEVIN RAY

GRAND CHAMPION

GCH CH CACTUS PALM’S PUT’N ON THE
RITZ OF AJUAQ (D)
BY CH MONARCH’S CLEAR CREEK JUSTICE X
KATURAH’S SATIN FINISH (EMMI)
BREEDER: CHRISTINA PREZIOSI
OWNER: PATRICIA LAND & CHRISTINA
PREZIOSI & HOLLY HORTON

GCH CH DEOR DEBONAIRE MICKEY YOU’RE
SO FINE (D)
BY GCH CH PEARL STREET MY LI’L RED MINI
COOPER X GOLD WINGS CALYPSO QUEEN
CGCA TKI
BREEDER: DEBORAH O’REILLY
OWNER: DEBORAH S O’REILLY

GCH CH INTER WIN UNO SOLO (D)
BY STRIDSMARKENS FIGHTER X INTER WIN
ASHEL
BREEDER: I E KIRILENKO
OWNER: DIANE WINER & TRACY BURDICK

GCH CH MILBU BEST VALENTINES DAY (D)
BY LAFFORD FLYIN SOLO TO BURGHBRIDGE
X MILBU HOME-BRED GENE
BREEDER: MILDAR BUSA
OWNER: GARY COULIC & LYNDAL NEFF

GCH CH RUNWAY’S AT MUNeca FAR FAR
AWAY (B)
BY GCH CH JOSANDRE’ STORM’S A BREWING
X RUNWAY’S LIVIN’ THE DREAM
BREEDER: JULIA KING
OWNER: AMY STONE & TEGAN M JAWORSKI
& JULIA KING

GCH CH TILA’S WINTER LADY (B)
BY TILA’S OPTIMUS PRIME X ALEX’ TANGO
FOR TWO
BREEDER: STEFANIE THONELT
OWNER: NANCY DUKE & ALLAN DUKE

GCH CH TRESOR’S SUPER BOWL’S SHINING
STAR (D)
BY GCH CH TRESOR’S STONE OF DIVINE
LOVE X TRESOR’S CLOTH OF GOLD
BREEDER/OWNER: LISA CHRISTENSEN &
CHRIS CHRISTENSEN

GCH CH ZELICOAN’S MAJICAL DAKOTAH
WIND (B)
BY XANADU CONSIDER ALL OPTIONS X
ZELICAON DANCING LADY O’JORE
BREEDER: MR. FORREST G JOHNSON
OWNER: DARCY R AHLERS & ALBERTA
KLEIN & CHRIS ANN MOORE

GRAND CHAMPION BRONZE

GCHB CH ANABELLE BEAUTIFUL (B)
BY UZOR PIKASSO OT NEVSKOGO DUETA X
ANITA NIMFA UDACHI
BREEDER: O PETROVA
OWNER: JENNIFER ABLE-JONES & JOHN
WESLEY JONES & JEREMI JONES

GCHB CH FENICE BOO-DAH IN THE STARZ
(D)
BY GCHP2 CH SIR NEWTON TKN X CH
FENICE SETTE VOLTE BENE
BREEDER: ELLEN AKERS-PERRY & MATTHEW
PERRY
OWNER: ELL EN AKERS-PERRY & MATTHEW
DANIEL PERRY & KATHY M MIMS
DECEMBER 2020 AKC TITLES REPORT

GCHB CH LUNA VOM SCHWABENHOF (B)
BY WILLOW VOM SCHWABENHOF X ZKARABI'S WHAT EVER
BREEDER: MARLIES WEBER
OWNER: MARY HELM

GCHB CH OAK LEDGE PIP PIP HOORAY OF MONARCH (B)
BY CHISHOLM CHIM CHIM CHER-OO X D'VINE'S SKY'S THE LIMIT
BREEDER: MARGIE RICCOMINI
OWNER: KATHLEEN AUGAITIS

PILOT'S GOOD FLIGHT CD BN GN (D)
BY CH PILOT CAPRICES CHUCK YEAGER X GCH CH PILOT LOCKHEED ELECTRA
BREEDER: DON BAUER & MRS. MARILYN BAUER
OWNER: CATHY PARKER

COMPANION DOG EXCELLENT

GCH CH BERNDOCK'S LAST VOYAGE AT SLEEPY CREEK CDX BN GN OA OAJ CGC TKI (D)
BY GCH CH ASHLOR'S SMOOTH SAILING UD RE AX AXJ X ET'S LIVING IN THE BERNDOCKS
BREEDER: ANGELA WORZALLA
OWNER: HANNAH RALSTON

C-SUNSET'S DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH CDX BN RI (B)
BY CH JAMARI' MARK OF DISTINCTION X CH C-SUNSET'S SASSIE LADY
BREEDER/OWNER: JENNIE WEISENBERGER & LILLIAN IAZZETTO & LUCINDA M JONES

HE'S A MAN ABOUT TOWN CDX RA (D)
BY UNKNOWN X UNKNOWN
BREEDER: UNKNOWN
OWNER: DALE HARALSON

UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT 5

OTCH DOMINO OAKHILLS CALIFORNIA POPPY UDX5 PUTD OM7 BN VER CGCU TKI (B)
BY GCH CH DOMINO'S ON THE MONEY X CH DOMINO'S DIAMOND JUBILEE CDX PCDX BN GO RE CGC TKN
BREEDER: SANDRA VAILLANCOURT & LAURA TEMPERATO
OWNER: MS. HILLARY HUNTER

GRAND CHAMPION SILVER

GCHS CH BLICCI'S NOTABLE FRINGED BENEFIT NA NAJ SWN SCA TKN (B)
BY LEMURO WHAT'S UP X BLICCI'SIT TAKES TWO TO TANGO
BREEDER: JANE RAEMY
OWNER: CJ DAVIS

C-SUNSET'S DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH CDX BN RI (B)
BY CH JAMARI' MARK OF DISTINCTION X CH C-SUNSET'S SASSIE LADY
BREEDER/OWNER: JENNIE WEISENBERGER & LILLIAN IAZZETTO & LUCINDA M JONES

GRAND CHAMPION GOLD

GCHG CH VALIFYRE FREESPIRIT ICY SPARKS (D)
BY GCH CH MARRON'S TOMMY HILFIGER X GCH CH FREESPIRITS VALIFYRE I FACTOR
BREEDER: KELLEY L LAAN & CASE H J LAAN & MARY B WHITE & RICHARD WORDEN
OWNER: MADELINE MOSING & KELLEY L LAAN & CASE H J LAAN & MARY B WHITE & RICHARD WORDEN

HE'S A MAN ABOUT TOWN CDX RA (D)
BY UNKNOWN X UNKNOWN
BREEDER: UNKNOWN
OWNER: DALE HARALSON

COMPANION DOG

BLACK MOUNTAIN SWEET TALKIN' GABBY GIRL CD BN RI (B)
BY BLACK MOUNTAIN RUN LIKE A ROCKET CDX BN RN X BLACK MOUNTAIN PICTURE PERFECT
BREEDER: ALICE M BLAZER
OWNER: MS. JILL SCHUCH

COMPANION DOG

BLACK MOUNTAIN SWEET TALKIN' GABBY GIRL CD BN RI (B)
BY BLACK MOUNTAIN RUN LIKE A ROCKET CDX BN RN X BLACK MOUNTAIN PICTURE PERFECT
BREEDER: ALICE M BLAZER
OWNER: MS. JILL SCHUCH
OBEDIENCE MASTER 1

SLEEPY CREEK’S RED SOLO CUP UD OM1 BN (D)
BY GCH CH ASHLOR’S SMOOTH SAILING UD RE AX AX J X CH SLEEPY CREEKS CHILL N GOODTIME RN
BREEDER: CANDY JANKE & HANNAH RALSTON
OWNER: MS. JEANNINE CHARLIER

CH MARQUIS INSIDE INFORMATION CD PCD BN RA NA OAJ CGCA TKN (D)
BY CH MARQUIS THE GOOD LIFE X MARQUIS ROYAL PROVIDENCE
BREEDER: KEVIN M RAY & PAULA RAY
OWNER: KATHY KNUCKLES & STACY NEWTON & KATIE FALLS

OBEDIENCE MASTER 4

CH WINGSSONG MOVES LIKE JAGGER UDX2 OM4 GN (D)
BY CH WINGSSONG WATCHMEDANCE X CH WINGSONG RAVE REVIEWS
BREEDER: PAT JONES & CHRIS JONES
OWNER: NANCY MULLER M.D.

GRADUATE NOVICE

PILOT’S GOOD FLIGHT CD BN GN (D)
BY CH PILOT CAPRICES CHUCK YEAGER X GCH CH PILOT LOCKHEED ELECTRA
BREEDER: DON BAUER & MRS. MARILYN BAUER
OWNER: CATHY PARKER

BEGINNER NOVICE

CH SLEEPY CREEKS CUP OF JOE BN NA NAJ (D)
BY CH LA REN ANDALI RAISIN’ A RUCKUS X CH SLEEPY CREEK’S DIAMOND’S N PEARLS CDX BN RA AX OAJ
BREEDER/OWNER: CANDY JANKE & KENDAL FABISIAK & HANNAH RALSTON

RALLY NOVICE

CAMELOTS PRIMA DONNA RN (B)
BY CH CAMELOTS ODYSSEUS X CAMELOTS FIRST LADY
BREEDER: NANCY S DUKE & ALLAN DUKE
OWNER: CAROLANN LEBLANC

CHECKITOUT REV’D UP-N-REDY RN CGC TKN (D)
BY CHECKITOUT DIRT ROAD RIVAL BN RA NA NAJ X CHECKITOUT DISORDERLY CONDUCT CD BN RA
BREEDER: KELSEY CORN & KARYN CORN
OWNER: SHARON CLARK

PREFERRED COMPANION DOG

FASHIONISTA BY MONARCH PCD BN RI SWA SCNE SINE SCM (B)
BY MONARCH’S JUMPING THE GUN X D’VINE’S ON THE EDGE OF GLORY
BREEDER: MARGIE RICCOMINI
OWNER: MISS NORINE NIEMAN

JIMJAC’S JUST JOEY CDX BN RN (D)
BY JIMJAC’S APACHE GOLD X JIMJAC’S TALE AS OLD AS TIME
BREEDER: JACQUELINE SMITH & JIMMY D SMITH
OWNER: WENDY HARMON

MR TOO COOL IV SCHOOL RN CGC TKN (D)
BY FASHION FIRST INDIGO X LANFREN-LANFRAN GOLUBKA
BREEDER: I PURTOVA
OWNER: DIANE MUNCK
ZELICAON TEA FOR TWO RN (B)
BY CH NAMASTE LANDON IN ZELICAON X
ZELICAON CHARDANNAY
BREEDER: MR. FORREST G JOHNSON
OWNER: KATRINA I VICKERS

DENZEL TAKE ON ME BN RA AXP OJP OFP RATO CGCA CGCU TKE (D)
BY CH ALLISTAR DENZEL TAKE THE STAGE X CH DENZEL SHENANIGANS
BREEDER: TRACY BURDICK & ALLISON ROUNDS & ADRIANNE ROUNDS
OWNER: REGINA EDWARDS

RALLY INTERMEDIATE

CC EVENING IN PARIS CD BN RI CGC (B)
BY ZELICAON CAMELOT FOR GOTCHA X ZELICAON HEAVENLY ANGEL
BREEDER: BARBARA GINTHER
OWNER: CLAUDIA CRAWLEY

GCH CH DENZEL THE POWER DRESSER BN RI CGC TKN (B)
BY GCH CH DENZEL THE DEVIL’S ADVOCATE X CH DENZEL DRESS FOR SUCCESS
BREEDER: TRACY BURDICK
OWNER: CHRISTINE TEETS & TRACY BURDICK

MUNECA RADIANT RAINDROPS BN RI FDC CGCA CGCU TKN ATT (B)
BY GCH CH JOSANDRE’ STORM’S A BREWING X GCH CH JOSANDRE’ RADIANT REDHEAD BN RN CGCA CGCU TKN
BREEDER/OWNER: TEGAN JAWORSKI & EILEEN HYDE

RALLY EXCELLENT

GCH CH BLOOM AN LET IT GO PCD BN RE CGCA CGCU TKA (B)
BY GCH CH MIDCIC’S OLYMPIC GOLD CD RN X CH DEANNA’S MEADOW FAIRY PRINCESS
BREEDER: ANNETTE BLOMQUIST & DIANA SAYRE
OWNER: ARLETTE DAVISON & MICHAEL DAVISON

CH MARQUIS INSIDE INFORMATION CD PCD BN RE NA OAJ CGCA TKN (D)
BY CH MARQUIS THE GOOD LIFE X MARQUIS ROYAL PROVIDENCE
BREEDER: KEVIN M RAY & PAULA RAY
OWNER: KATHY KNUCKLES & STACY NEWTON & KATIE FALLS

PIC N EZEE’S WHAT’S UP DOC CD BN RE SWN SEA TKN (D)
BY CH PILOT CAPRICES CHUCK YEAGER X CH EZEE’S WHITE DIAMONDS CDX BN GN RA TKN
BREEDER/OWNER: KATHRYN S MCHUGH & ELAINE S ZECH

RALLY ADVANCED

CHESARAB YVAINE RA (B)
BY CAYLO SERENADE DANCING IN THE MOONLIGHT X CHESARAB’S KATSHE LARKSPUR CGC
BREEDER: SHEILA DI VACCARO
OWNER: RHONA LEE MAGNI

TOPFLITE MERIT ONLY A GAME UDX PCD OM1 BN RE (D)
BY ARKENO THIS ROUNDS ON YOU RN X TOPFLITE ONLY GAME IN TOWN
BREEDER: ERIN A MOORE & SANDRA SCHUMACHER
OWNER: JUDY FEY
RALLY MASTER

CAMELOTS LADY OF THE LAKE CD PCD BN RM FDC CGCA CGCU TKN (B)
BY CH CAMELOTS MERLIN’S APPRENTICE X CAMELOTS RIEGEL TAKE IT EASY
BREEDER: NANCY S DUKE & ALLAN DUKE
OWNER: CAROL ANN LE BLANC

RALLY MASTER 3

GCH CH MONARCH’S PERFUME & PROMISES CDX PCDX BN GN RM3 RAE2 FDC SWN SCE SIE SBA CGC TKN (B)
BY CH JOCO’S TUINLUV BRAVEHEART X MONARCH’S DAINTY DINAH-STEE
BREEDER: MARGIE RICCOMINI
OWNER: MISS NORINE NIEMAN

FARM DOG CERTIFIED

BRAYLOR’S ARCADIAN FOREST OF EVE CDX BN RAE FDC MX MXJ NF SDPRO CGCA CGCU TKE ATT (B)
BY BRAYLOR’S REIGN OF TERROR X BRAYLOR’S MISCHIEVOUS MINX
BREEDER: BRANDI RENEE BRAY
OWNER: BOBBIE KURIVIAL

HYSER’S BLAZE OF GLORY BN RN FDC CGCA CGCU TKN (D)
BY CH MARQUIS HOW TO TRAIN YOUR DRAGON X CH MARQUIS BY ROYAL DECREE
BREEDER: PAULA RAY & KEVIN M RAY
OWNER: DONNA K HYSER

SALATINO CARNAVAL AU LEBLON FDC TKN (D)
BY SALATINO MON AVENIR SERA POUR LES BIS X SALATINO SOIS BELLE ET TAIS-TOI
BREEDER: CLAUDIO GORNATI & ROCHESTEN OLIVEIRA
OWNER: MARLA CAPOZZI & MICHAEL CAPOZZI & ROCHESTEN OLIVIA

NOVICE AGILITY

ARROW’S FIRST TO Finish NA OAJ OF RATN (D)
BY CH FOXFIRE-ARROW’S LIGHTNING CONNECTION LEGACY AX AXJ X GCH CH ARROW’S CAPTIVATING PETITE FLOWER OA OAJ XF
BREEDER: ALAN R ROWLEY M.D.
OWNER: CHRIS LYNCH SANKS

CH BREVETTE FIRECRACKER NA NAJ (D)
BY GCHG CH BREVETTE KID INCREDIBLE X GCH CH BREVETTE THAT TOUCH OF MINK
BREEDER: JOANNE YBABEN & CANDICE MACALUSO
OWNER: CHRISTINE BURTON & CANDICE MACALUSO & JOANNE YBABEN

KANSAS ELM SCOUTING FOR ADVENTURE NA TKA (D)
BY CHARISMA AUSTRALIAN MOOKAITE JASPER X KANSASELM PRIMROSE IMPISH PIXIE SONG
BREEDER: ERICA MARKLEY & ELLIE HATLEY & MATT MARKLEY
OWNER: PAMELA JO BRENNEMAN ARNOLD

KISU’S POETRY IN MOTION NA TKN (B)
BY CH DOMINO CLEARLAKE COMMOTION X CH FIREFLY A STAR IS BORN MX MXJ MJB NF BREEDER/OWNER: BETTY HINSON

REGALOAKE’S IT’S ALL ABOUT ME NA CGC TKI (D)
BY HEAVEN SENT LUGGS TO REGALOAKE X HEAVEN SENT MISS L-E TO REGALOAKE
BREEDER: MRS. LYNN DOEL
OWNER: DEBORAH GATCHELL

ROCKING N AND EZEE’S ADVENTURE BUDDY NA (D)
BY CH ELIZARES’ KELII ILIO CD RE X ROCKING N AND EZEE’S OREGON ADVENTURE CD BN
BREEDER: NANCY RADICH & ELAINE S ZECH
OWNER: JUDY BLUETT
NOVICE AGILITY PREFERRED

SPOTLIGHT FLYING HIGH NAP NJP ACT2 (B)
BY CH SPOTLIGHT BLACK BEAUTY X GCH CH SPOTLIGHT LONDON TRI SYMPHONY
BREEDER: KIM BARBOLINI
OWNER: LISA HAMILTON

OPEN AGILITY

CHATEAU LA PETIT DELPHINE OA NAJ TKN (B)
BY CHATEAU'S THE MIGHTY QUINN RN X CHATEAU ROYAL JE-NE SAIS QUOI
BREEDER: SUZANNE SMITH & SUSAN SHEPHARD
OWNER: JESSICA KEENAN

CH FIREFLY’S MILES TO GO FOR LOVE RI OA OAJ CGC (D)
BY GCH CH RIESA’S XTRA MILE TO GO BCAT X CH MARQUIS COURT’S ALL DRESSED UP AT FIREFLY’S
BREEDER: CHRISTINE HUTCHINSON
OWNER: CAMILLE WEBER

HAREMET’S SURRENDER RN OA NAJ TKN (D)
BY JOHTINA’S MARTELL X SJUSTROMMARS TINKERBELL
BREEDER: INGER YAGLIKICLAR
OWNER: MARGARET VAN CLEAVE

CH MARQUIS PRESENTS MICHAEL JACKSONS THRILLER OA OAJ (D)
BY GCH CH MARQUIS PUT ME IN COACH X CH MARQUIS GIRLS’S NIGHT OUT
BREEDER: PAULA RAY & KEVIN M RAY & JESSICA ISENBARGER
OWNER: IDA GOOLDY

SUNARA SLIGHTLY AMBER OA AXJ (B)
BY SUNARA COWBOY OA AXJ NF X SUNARA SALT AND PEPPER NA NAJ
BREEDER: JACKYE MORSE & PENNEY MORSE
OWNER: PENNEY MORSE

TOPFLITE NANRICH THE DART ADVANTAGE OA AXJ TKN (D)
BY CH MACH4 TOPFLITE VEGA HEAR ME ROAR CDX PCD BN MXC MJB2 NF CGC TKP X NANRICH TOPFLITE SKY’S THE LIMIT
BREEDER: KAY DETAMPEL & SANDRA L SCHUMACHER & RICHARD LOPASCHUK & NANCY LOPASCHUK
OWNER: KATHY & BOB HIGHTSHOE

AGILITY EXCELLENT

CH FOXFIRE-ARROW’S LIGHTNING CONNECTION LEGACY AX AXJ (D)
BY FOXFIRE-ARROW BG’S LIGHTNING X FOXFIRE’S RIVER N’TYME
BREEDER: CINDY A HARKEN
OWNER: ALAN R ROWLEY M.D.

GEORGIA’S HOPELESSLY DEVOTED TO YOU RI AX AXJ BCAT TKN (B)
BY CH NAMASTE FROM DREAMS COME LEGENDS X BUTTERFLY WORLD’S TRICKY GIRL
BREEDER: JENNIFER FIORENTINO
OWNER: STEFFAN MOODY & TONI MOODY

NARNIA BOOM GOES THE DYNAMITE AX AXJ (D)
BY CH NARNIA BOY NEXT DOOR X ARLIA OF PIZAZ
BREEDER: LORRAINE E JENSEN & CAROL ROSECRANS
OWNER: KATHLEEN HOUSTON & LORRAINE JENSEN
### December 2020 AKC Titles Report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Breeder</th>
<th>Owner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Remani's Avidius Cassius J Ax AxJ (D)</strong></td>
<td>By CH Deanna's Saturday Nite Fever At Belladonna's &amp; Remani's You Don't Have To Call Me Darlin'</td>
<td>Remani x Remani's You Don't Have To Call Me Darlin'</td>
<td>Danni Peterson &amp; Emilie Peterson</td>
<td>Jenny McCall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Remani's Catch Me If You Can Ax AxJ</strong></td>
<td>By CH Adaugeo The Force Awakens At Remani X Remani's You Don't Have To Call Me Darlin'</td>
<td>Remani x Remani's You Don't Have To Call Me Darlin'</td>
<td>Danni Peterson &amp; Emilie Peterson</td>
<td>Mrs. Beth Rogers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sapphiresky For Glory Ax Oaj (D)</strong></td>
<td>By Alex' James Bond X True And Trusty Love Is All Around</td>
<td>Remani x Remani's You Don't Have To Call Me Darlin'</td>
<td>Danni Peterson &amp; Emilie Peterson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topflite Nanrich Shakin Not Stirred Ax Oaj Cgc Tki (D)</strong></td>
<td>By CH Mach4 Topflite Vega Hear Me Roar Cdx Pcd Bn Mxc Mjb2 Nf Cgc Tkp X Nanrich Topflite Sky's The Limit</td>
<td>Kay Detampep &amp; Sandra L Schumacher &amp; Richard Lopaschuk &amp; Nancy Lopaschuk</td>
<td>Kay Detampep &amp; Cassie Enea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rocking N And Ezee’s I Am Groot Mx Mxb Mxj Act2 (D)</strong></td>
<td>By Gchp Ch Mgl - Isle Royal Ransom Of Vw X Rocking N And Ezee's Oregon Adventure Cd Bn</td>
<td>Rocking N And Ezee's I Am Groot Mx Mxb Mxj Np Njpf Mfp T2b (D)</td>
<td>Robin Kletke &amp; Robin Cohen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Master Agility Excellent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Breeder</th>
<th>Owner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ch Firefly A Star Is Born Mx Mxj Mjb</strong></td>
<td>By CH Diamondsun's Eve Of Jason X S R Joy's Abundant Faith</td>
<td>Remani x Remani's You Don't Have To Call Me Darlin'</td>
<td>Danni Peterson &amp; Emilie Peterson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chesarab Pepe Mx Mxb Mxj Act2 (D)</strong></td>
<td>By Caylo Serenade Dancing In The Moonlight X Chesarab's Katshe Larkspur Cgc</td>
<td>Remani x Remani's You Don't Have To Call Me Darlin'</td>
<td>Sheila Di Vaccaro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Master Bronze Agility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Breeder</th>
<th>Owner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rocking N And Ezee’s I Am Groot Mx Mxb Mxj Nap Njpf Mfp T2b (D)</strong></td>
<td>By Gchp Ch Mgl-Ise Royal Ransom Of Vw X Rocking N And Ezee’s Oregon Adventure Cd Bn</td>
<td>Rocking N And Ezee's I Am Groot Mx Mxb Mxj Np Njpf Mfp T2b (D)</td>
<td>Nancy Radich &amp; Elaine S Zech</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TINY T SKYLANDER COWABUNGA DUDE  
MX MXB MXJ MJB XF T2B2 (D)  
BY TINY T BLUE SKY CONNECTION X TINY T  
JUDGE ME NOT  
BREEDER: SALLY A HOWARD  
OWNER: LISA BRAU & SALLY A HOWARD

MASTER SILVER AGILITY

MACH MOON RIVER'S DIONYSUS FROM  
SONATA'S MXS MJS XF (D)  
BY MACH2 VICTORIA PARK JP SANTA CLAUS  
MXG MJS X SONATA'S IT'S A KIND OF MAGIC  
RN MX MXJ MJB OF  
BREEDER/OWNER: CAROLYN D'ANGELO

MACH SAPPHIRESKY COLLECTION'S  
COMPLETE MXS MJS NF (D)  
BY CARATOOT'S COMPLETE CHECKMATE X  
TRUE AND TRUSTY LOVE IS ALL AROUND  
BREEDER: STEPHANIE BURCHARD  
OWNER: HEATHER CIRIBASSI & CHRIS ST  
MARY

MASTER CENTURY AGILITY

MACH4 NANKEN MY MCQUEEN FOR A DAY  
MXC PAD MJS2 PJS MFG TQX T2B5 CA  
BCAT (B)  
BY CH NANKEN MOONLIGHT SONATA X  
NANKEN QUEEN OF DIAMONDS  
BREEDER: NANA RIDGEWAY  
OWNER: DEBORAH SCHEEL

MASTER GOLD AGILITY 2

CH MACH6 STARSTRUCK EVERYBODY  
KNOWS MY NAME MXG2 MJG2 OF (B)  
BY CH RINGLANDS LEGACY'S STORY X NAC  
CH MACH8 PACH3 STARSTRUCK SPARKLE  
PLENTY RN MXC2 MJS3 MXP7 MXPG MJP8  
MJPG PAX3 XF  
BREEDER: ANDREA SAMUELS  
OWNER: JANE SNIDER

MASTER CENTURY AGILITY 2

MACH6 CANISPHERES STARSTORM RED  
HOTT RN MXC2 MJC2 OF CGC (B)  
BY CH KENMAR II RUN FOR THE ROSES X  
SUNSHOO IMAHOT CHOCOLATE GLENIREN  
BREEDER: KAREN SHIELS  
OWNER: JENNIFER GRAVES & BORYS  
JURYMOWYCZ & FM MACDONALD & C  
RINGSTROM

PREMIER AGILITY DOG

NAC GCH CH MACH4 STARSTRUCK OH MY  
WORD! MXC PAD MJB2 PJD OF (B)  
BY PNAC CH MACH13 PACH STARSTRUCK  
CHASE THE MOON RA MXB4 MJB4 MXP3  
MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX MXF TQX T2B X GCH  
CH MACH3 STARSTRUCK REMEMBER MY  
NAME MXG MJC  
BREEDER/OWNER: ANDREA SAMUELS
MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT
PREFERRED

CH MACH11 CHINAK STARSTRUCK BOLT
OF MAGIC MXS3 PAD MJG3 PJD MXP MJP
MXF TQX T2B8 RATO CGC (D)
BY PNAC CH MACH13 PACH STARSTRUCK
CHASE THE MOON RA MXB4 MJB4 MXP3
MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX MXF TQX T2B X
STENKO’S WALLS OF JERICHO
BREEDER: LUCRETIA HEDBERG & ANDREA
SAMUELS
OWNER: MICHAEL CHESTER & DONNA
CHESTER

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT
PREFERRED 3

DOLLAR BAR’S TAXI METER RUNNING
MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB MFP T2BP CGC
TKN (D)
BY GCH CH TALLIS PEPPER & SPICE CD BN
RN X STARFLEET VIOLET NEBULA
BREEDER: DEBORAH SCENCK
OWNER: NANCYE SCALAMANDRE & JACK
BANDEL

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT
PREFERRED 6

GCH CH MACH3 PACH2 STARSTRUCK
PREDICT MY FUTURE MXG MJG MXP6
MXPS MJP6 MJPS PAX2 (B)
BY CH MACH5 STARSTRUCK MOONSHADOW
CHINAK MXB2 PAD MJ52 PJD OF X GCH CH
MACH3 STARSTRUCK REMEMBER MY NAME
MXG MJC
BREEDER/OWNER: ANDREA SAMUELS

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT
PREFERRED 7

CH MACH5 PACH2 KENDRA’S STILLE THE
ONE MXG2 MJG2 MXP7 MXPS MJP7 MJPG
PAX2 OF T2B THD (D)
BY MACH5 PACH2 KENDRA’S STILLE FLY’N
HIGH CDX MXG2 MJG2 MXP7 MXPS MJP6
MJPS PAX2 XF X KENDRA KISMET’S SPECIAL
ANGEL
BREEDER: SUSAN KENDRA
OWNER: RITA STILLE

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT
PREFERRED 9

MACH PACH3 SPINILLONS AMMER DORA
MXB MJB MXP9 MXPG MJP11 MJPC PAX3
(B)
BY POWDERMILL MIDAS TOUCH SPINILLONS
X SPINILLONS ABBY
BREEDER: JO DAVIDSON-POSTON
OWNER: BETH ROGERS & MORT COHEN

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT
PREFERRED 26

PNAC AGCH MACH21 PACH12 CHINAK LA
REN ON A WHIM MXB6 PDG MJB6 PJG
MXP26 MXPS3 PDSP MJP26 MJPS3 (B)
BY CH LA REN CHASE THE MOON X LA REN
CHINAK NIGHT WINDS
BREEDER: LUCRETIA HEDBERG
OWNER: ROBIN COHEN & ROBIN KLETKE
MASTER BRONZE AGILITY PREFERRED

MACH KATHURAH'S AMAZING MOOSE
BULLWINKLE MXC MJG MXP2 MXPB MJP2
XF T2B3 RATO CGC TKI (D)
BY MONARCH'S SIR LANCELOT X KATURAH'S
AMAZING GRACE SARAH NA NAJ MXP MJP
OFP TKI
BREEDER/OWNER: FLORENCE L BURWELL &
TIM J BURWELL

NOVICE AGILITY JUMPER PREFERRED

JOSETTE NICOLE GRANDJEAN DE SIERRAS
NJP NFP (B)
BY PLAYFUL DESERT BANDIT BY PPC X
PPC'S LIL DESERT BLOSSOM
BREEDER: SANDRA A UDY
OWNER: MS. MICHELE ANTOINETTE
GRAHAM

NOVICE AGILITY JUMPER

CADGETS SPECIAL AGENT GIBBS NAJ (D)
BY GCH CH LORAC ADFAM BODACIOUS BOY
TOY X GCHB CH CADGETS SASSY CLASSY
CHASSIS
BREEDER: GAYLE KEY
OWNER: DIXIE RAE SICK & GAYLE KEY

KISU'S POETRY IN MOTION NA NAJ BCAT
TKN (B)
BY CH DOMINO CLEARLAKE COMMOTION X
CH FIREFLY A STAR IS BORN MX MXJ MJB NF
BREEDER/OWNER: BETTY HINSON

LUFFY NAJ (D)
BY UNKNOWN X UNKNOWN
BREEDER: UNKNOWN
OWNER: KRISTINA MCKOWN

MARQUIS DE ACE OF SPADES NAJ (D)
BY CH WILDFIRE GAME ON X CH MARQUIS
THE INNER CIRCLE
BREEDER: PAULA RAY & KEVIN M RAY &
JESSICA ISENBARGER
OWNER: MS. NAN CY RAE WALKER

OPEN AGILITY JUMPER

GCH CH RACH CEDAR CREEK STARSIGN
HEZA FIERY LITTLE SPRIGHT CDX BN RM3
RAE3 FDC NA OAJ TKA (D)
BY GCHG CH BREVETTE KID INCREDIBLE X
GCH CH STARSIGN'S WILD AND WONDERFUL
UD BN RE FDC NA NAJ CA BCAT RATN
BREEDER: BARBARA GRUBB & PATTY
GEMMILL
OWNER: BARBARA GRUBB & LAUREN
TAPYRIK

CH FIREFLY'S MILES TO GO FOR LOVE RI
NA OAJ CGC (D)
BY GCH CH RIESA'S XTRA MILE TO GO BCAT
X CH MARQUIS COURT'S ALL DRESSED UP AT
FIREFLY'S
BREEDER: CHRISTINE HUTCHINSON
OWNER: CAMILLE WEBER
EXCELLENT AGILITY JUMPER

CRACKHEAD CRAZY, BUZZ LIGHTYEAR OA AXJ NF BCAT (D)
BY MACH3 SPINILLONS SEYMOUR MXC MJS2 NF X CH SPINILLONS TRULY UNRULY AX MXJ
BREEDER: MARILYN LEFF & GAYLE YORK
OWNER: BARBARA DUMBAUGH

GIZMO SEBASTIAN OA AXJ (D)
BY STRONG TIN OF RAINBOWLAND X RAINBOWLAND INVIGORATING NANCY
BREEDER: JENNIFER YATES & JORDANNA YATES
OWNER: LISA M NAWROCKI

NARNIA BOOM GOES THE DYNAMITE OA AXJ (D)
BY CH NARNIA BOY NEXT DOOR X ARLIA OF PIZAZ
BREEDER: LORRAINE E JENSEN & CAROL ROSECRANS
OWNER: KATHLEEN HOUSTON & LORRAINE JENSEN

PLAYIN THE FIELD RN OA AXJ NF DCAT ACT2 CGC TKN (D)
BY HIGGINS LAROUX HARDIN X ALLISON HOLLOW FULL OF GRACE

MASTER GOLD JUMPER

MACH2 PASUN'S SEE U AT THE FINISH LINE MXS MJG (D)
BY CH DOMINO'S MOONLIGHT ESCAPADE RN NA AXJ X A NIGHTS HOLY TARA' AT PASUNS
BREEDER: DONNA BRADLEY
OWNER: JESSE WESTOVER

MASTER BRONZE JUMPER 2

MACH ROCYN'S QIIPER SOUTHERLAND MXS MJB2 NF (D)
BY CH SHOSHANA COAT OF MANY COLORS X CH ROCYN'S SOUTHERN BELLE
BREEDER: CYNTHIA SPRINGER
OWNER: DANA ELMORE

MASTER SILVER JUMPER

PARASOL STILLE THIS GIRL IS ON FIRE MX MXB MXJ MJS MXF ACT2 CGC TKN (B)
BY CH DIAMONDSUN DBL JUSTICE PARASOL X DIAMONDSUN'S QUIL OF ENYA
BREEDER: DOROTHY ANDERSON
OWNER: RITA STILLE

MASTER CENTURY JUMPER 2

MACH5 NANKEN FLYIN' HIGH MXS2 MJC2 TKA (B)
BY CAROUSEL POKER CHIP X NANKEN SECRET AT MIDNIGHT
BREEDER: DOROTHY E TEEPLE & NANA RIDGEWAY
OWNER: SHARON ROOKS

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED

CH MACH11 CHINAK STARSTRUCK BOLT OF MAGIC MXS3 PAD MJG3 PJD MJP MXF TQX T2B8 RATO CGC (D)
BY PNAC CH MACH13 PACH STARSTRUCK CHASE THE MOON RA MXB4 MJB4 MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX MXF TQX T2B X STENEKO'S WALLS OF JERICHO
BREEDER: LUCRETIA HEDBERG & ANDREA SAMUELS
OWNER: MICHAEL CHESTER & DONNA CHESTER
MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER
PREFERRED 2

MACH KATHURAH’S AMAZING MOOSE
BULLWINKLE MXC MJG MXP2 MXPB MJP2
XF T2B3 RATO CGC TKI (D)
BY MONARCH’S SIR LANCELOT X KATURAH’S
AMAZING GRACE SARAH NA NAJ MXP MJP
OPF TKI
BREEDER/OWNER: FLORENCE L BURWELL &
TIM J BURWELL

CH AGCH MACH3 WILDFIRE THE
SORCERER’S APPRENTICE MXC PAD MJB2
PJ MXP MJP2 MFS TQX MFP T2B3 T2B
(D)
BY CH L’ETE CADAGA THE SORCERER X
STARFLEET SANTANA
BREEDER: ANGELA S PICKETT & CHESLIE
PICKETT
OWNER: NANCY DACOSTA

CH MACH5 PACH2 KENDRA’S STILLE THE
ONE MXG2 MJG2 MXP7 MXPS MJP8 MJPG
PAX2 OF T2B THD (D)
BY MACH5 PACH2 KENDRA’S STILLE FLY’N
HIGH CDX MXG2 MJG2 MXP7 MXPS MJP6
MJPS PAX2 XF X KENDRA KISMET’S SPECIAL
ANGEL
BREEDER: SUSAN KENDRA
OWNER: RITA STILLE

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER
PREFERRED 5

MACH PASUN’S AMERICA STANDS FOR
FREEDOM MXB MJS MXP3 MXPB MJP5
MJPS (B)
BY CH DOMINO’S MOONLIGHT ESCAPADE RN
NA AXJ X GCH CH HIS LATEST FLAME
BREEDER: DONNA BRADLEY
OWNER: JESSE WESTOVER

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER
PREFERRED 6

GCH CH MACH3 PACH2 STARSTRUCK
PREDICT MY FUTURE MXG MJG MXP5
MXPS MJP6 MJPS PAX2 (B)
BY CH MACH5 STARSTRUCK MOONSHADOW
CHINAK MXB2 PAD MJS2 PJ D OF X GCH CH
MACH3 STARSTRUCK REMEMBER MY NAME
MXG MJC
BREEDER/OWNER: ANDREA SAMUELS

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER
PREFERRED 8

MACH PACH3 SPINILLONS AMMER DORA
MXB MJB MXP8 MXPG MJP11 MJPC PAX3
(B)
BY POWDERMILL MIDAS TOUCH SPINILLONS
X SPINILLONS ABBY
BREEDER: JO DAVIDSON-POSTON
OWNER: BETH ROGERS & MORT COHEN

PNAC AGCH MACH21 PACH12 CHINAK LA
REN ON A WHIM MXB6 PDG MJB6 PJG
MXP26 MXPS3 PDSP MJP26 MJPS3 (B)
BY CH LA REN CHASE THE MOON X LA REN
CHINAK NIGHT WINDS
BREEDER: LUCRETIA HEDBERG
OWNER: ROBIN COHEN & ROBIN KLETKE
MASTER SILVER JUMPER PREFERRED

MACH PASUN’S AMERICA STANDS FOR FREEDOM MXB MJS MXP3 MXPB MJP5 MJPS (B)
BY CH DOMINO’S MOONLIGHT ESCAPE RN NA AXJ X GCH CH HIS LATEST FLAME
BREEDER: DONNA BRADLEY
OWNER: JESSE WESTOVER

GCH CH INVOLO STANDS TO REASON AX AXJ NF TKN (D)
BY CH INVOLO COME ON OVER X CH INVOLO LET’S GET IT STARTED
BREEDER: PAULA COX & MICHAEL S GAROFALO & GIA G GAROFALO & DONNA G GAROFALO
OWNER: LAURIE D O’DONNELL & MICHAEL S GAROFALO & GIA G GAROFALO & MATTHEW O’DONNELL & DONNA G GAR

MASTER GOLD JUMPER PREFERRED 2

PACH2 WILDFIRE REACH FOR THE STARS MXP8 MXPG MJP17 MJPG2 PAX2 XFP T2BP3 (B)
BY GCHG CH WILDFIRE UNCAPORED X CH WILDFIRE ON THE RADAR
BREEDER: ANGELA S PICKETT & CHESLIE PICKETT
OWNER: RACHELLE WAGNER

SPIRITED SIRI NA NF (B)
BY ACE DI ALISO X KATURAH’S DORA AX OAJ OF
BREEDER/OWNER: LAURA MAC EWAN

AGILITY FAST NOVICE

MACH2 ANDALI LA REN BAD AZ BADGER MXS MJG NF (D)
BY GCH CH LA REN LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL X EDENROCK NORWOOD RINGSIDE GOSSIP
BREEDER: JANIS L MCLAREN & ANDREA MELOON
OWNER: MS. BRENDA B KAUTZ

DOMINO’S WALK ON THE WILD SIDE CD BN RA AX AXJ NF TKN (D)
BY GCH CH DOMINO’S HIGH VOLTAGE X CH DOMINO’S DIAMOND JUBILEE CDX PCDX BN GO RE CGC TKN
BREEDER: SANDRA VAILLANCOURT & LAURA TEMPERATO
OWNER: MS. ANN BRUNO

AGILITY FAST OPEN

GCHB CH MACH2 AERILEE’S KITTO KATSU MXS MJS OF BCAT CGC TKN (B)
BY CH LIVEWIRE-ETS LEWD’N LASCIVIOUS NAJ SWNE SWA SIAE SBAE SCE SHDN X CH MACH AERILEE’S SPARKLING TREASURE MXB MJS T2B
BREEDER: MRS. JULIE KAY CURRIER
OWNER: MRS. LINDSEY RAE BARROWS & MRS. JULIE KAY CURRIER

BAYPALMS SHE TAKES NO WOODEN NICKELS OA NAJ OF DCAT (B)
BY GCHB CH ROCYN’S FAST AND FURIOUS X CH STARTYME’S HEART ON MY SLEEVE AT BAYPALMS
BREEDER: LORI LANDIS
OWNER: MS. KATHLEEN KREIDER

HALLMARK’S HRH LOUIS AX AXJ OF (D)
BY CH HALLMARK’S KING OF THE JUNGLE X HALLMARK’S ABAGAIL ADAMS
BREEDER: JERRILIN L NAYLOR & JANE SNIDER & KATHERINE SNIDER
OWNER: ANDREA SAMUELS
SONATA'S TOPSY-TURVY-DOLL OA OAJ OF CGC TKI (B)
BY CH MACH2 SONATA'S SAIL ME ON A SILVER SUN MXG MJG X ASTTA CARRERA SUMMER MELODY
BREEDER: MARY SCESNY
OWNER: MS. DIANNA HILLYER

AGILITY FAST OPEN PREFERRED

DENZEL TAKE ON ME BN RI OAP OJP OFP RATO CGCA CGCU TKE (D)
BY CH ALLISTAR DENZEL TAKE THE STAGE X CH DENZEL SHENANIGANS
BREEDER: TRACY BURDICK & ALLISON ROUNDS & ADRIANNE ROUNDS
OWNER: REGINA EDWARDS

AGILITY FAST EXCELLENT

NANKEN I’LL MAKE ‘EM PAY BN MX MXJ XF (D)
BY GCHG CH JOSANDRE’ PH BRONZE BOBBY X NANKEN SECRET AT MIDNIGHT
BREEDER: NANA RIDGEWAY
OWNER: LINDA K SCHMIDT & NANA RIDGEWAY

NOIR MIST COPELLA SINGLE & LOVIN IT OA OAJ XF BCAT TKA (B)
BY GCH CH DRACO LIMITED EDITION AT COPELLA X GCH CH NOIR MIST KISS AND TELL AT COPELLA
BREEDER: JEANIE SCHMIDT & PAULA COX
OWNER: DONNA HEAVNER

AGILITY MASTER FAST EXCELLENT

MACH5 LIVEWIRE-ETS EXCESSIVE FORCE MXS2 MJG2 MXF T2B2 SWAE SWE SCEE SHDAE SCM SEM SHDE (D)
BY NAC MACH7 LIVEWIRE ITS ALL GRAVY RA MXC2 MJC3 MXP MJP2 MJPB XF T2B SWAE SWM SCEE SEEE SBEE SHDE X DUNDEE LIVEWIRE’S ETS MISS D’MEAN’R
BREEDER/OWNER: JULIE SANDOVAL & DANEEN FOX

MASTER BRONZE FAST

MACH2 BLACK MOUNTAIN MAKIN’ TRAX RA MXG MJB2 MFB T2B2 SCN SIN TKP (B)
BY MACH LIVEWIRE ESPIRITU PRIMO MXB MJB MXF TQX X BLACK MOUNTAIN PICTURE PERFECT
BREEDER: ALICE M BLAZER
OWNER: MARIE WICKHORST

MASTER CENTURY FAST

MACH4 NANKEN MY MCQUEEN FOR A DAY MXC PAD MJS2 PJS MFC TQX T2B5 CA BCAT (B)
BY CH NANKEN MOONLIGHT SONATA X NANKEN QUEEN OF DIAMONDS
BREEDER: NANA RIDGEWAY
OWNER: DEBORAH SCHEEL

TRIPLE Q EXCELLENT

MACH2 J-BAR SPIRIT OF THE WEST MXS MJS MXF TQX T2B2 CGC (D)
BY GCH CH MEFATH’S BAILEY’S X CH J-BAR MAJICAL PIXIE DUST
BREEDER: JENNIFER ABLE-JONES
OWNER: M RILEY ALLEN
MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION

MACH PRINCESS LILY WIGGLEBUTT MXB MJB MXF TKN (B)
BY MILTON ROBOSOME BANDY X KOH TANG'S ADA NINJA MASTER BANDY
BREEDER: CATHERINE BETH BANDY & JASON BRUCE BANDY
OWNER: PATRICIA BISKER

MACH STARFALL’S GOIN’ FOR THE GOLD CD PCD BN RE FDC MXB MJS T2B SCN SIN RATO CGCA CGCU TKE (D)
BY STARFALL’S RIO SKY X STARFALL’S WINTER DAY
BREEDER: JILL E MATTHEWS
OWNER: REGINA LYNN EDWARDS

GCHS CH MACH3 CHINAK LIFE IN THE FAST LAYNE MXG MJB2 XF T2B3 RATN CGC (D)
BY CH LA REN CHASE THE MOON X LA REN CHINAK NIGHT WINDS
BREEDER: LUCRETIA HEDBERG
OWNER: DONNA CHESTER & KRISTIN M CHERSTER

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 2

GCHB CH MACH2 AERILEE’S KITTO KATSU MXS MJS OF BCAT CGC TKN (B)
BY CH LIVEWIRE-ETS LEWD’N LASCIVIOUS NAJ SWNE SWA SIAE SBAE SCE SHDN X CH MACH AERILEE’S SPARKLING TREASURE MXB MJS T2B
BREEDER: MRS. JULIE KAY CURRIER
OWNER: MRS. LINDSEY RAE BARROWS & MRS. JULIE KAY CURRIER

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 3

CH MACH3 CANDELLA TALKIN’ A BLUE STREAK MXG MJB2 (D)
BY GCH CH DOMINO’S ON THE MONEY X GCHB CH CANDELLA WILL O’ WISP
BREEDER: CAROL OCHS
OWNER: KAREN WLODARSKI & CAROL OCHS

GCH CH WILDFIRE KING OF COOL STEVE MCQUEEN MXG MJC (D)
BY CH WILDFIRE GAME ON X CH L’ETE WILDFIRE HIGH SOCIETY
BREEDER: ANGELA S PICKETT & CHESLIE PICKETT
OWNER: DARNELL MARTENS & LINDA MARTENS

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 4

MACH4 ARROW’S MADAME BUTTERFLY MXC MJB3 T2B (B)
BY CH ROWLEY’S MOST CHARMING PRINCE X FOXFIRE’S-ARROW SIMPLY IRRESISTIBLE
BREEDER: ALAN R ROWLEY M.D.
OWNER: LEE KUSEK & JOHN KUSEK

MACH4 NANKEN MY MCQUEEN FOR A DAY MXG PAD MJS2 PJS MFG TQX T2B5 CA BCAT (B)
BY CH NANKEN MOONLIGHT SONATA X NANKEN QUEEN OF DIAMONDS
BREEDER: NANA RIDGEWAY
OWNER: DEBORAH SCHEEL
CH MACH4 TOPFLITE VEGA HEAR ME
ROAR CDX PCD BN MXC MJB2 NF CGC TKP
(D)
BY CH TOPFLITE MERIT TEE TIME X CH
VEGA STARLITE PETITE ANGE
BREEDER: SANDRA L SCHUMACHER & VICKI
OLSON
OWNER: KAY DETAMPEL & CASSIE
DETAMPEL

PREFERRED AGILITY CHAMPION 3

MACH6 PACH3 TOLLEGEND WINNING
STREAK CDX RA MXG2 MJB3 MXP9 MXPG
MJP10 MJP3 PAX3 OF T2B2 (D)
BY TOLLEGEND RIGHT ON TARGET X
NEWTOPAZ STITCHES AT TOLLEGEND
BREEDER: SHANNEN JORGENSEN
OWNER: KATHY HIGHTSHOE

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 5

MACH5 ALASERA’S CATCH ME IF U CAN
MXB2 MJ2 MXF T2B2 (B)
BY MACH5 ALASERA’S GRAND SLAM MXB2
MJB3 XF T2B X CH MACH3 JOHTINA’S
AMBROSIA MXG MJ2 MXP MJP2 MJPB XF
T2B
BREEDER: LISA PERTILE
OWNER: LISA PERTILE & TERENCE PERTILE

PREFERRED AGILITY CHAMPION 12

PNAC AGCH MACH21 PACH12 CHINAK LA
REN ON A WHIM MXB6 PDG MJB6 PJG
MXP25 MXPS3 PDSP MJP25 MJPS3 (B)
BY CH LA REN CHASE THE MOON X LA REN
CHINAK NIGHT WINDS
BREEDER: LUCRETIA HEDBERG
OWNER: ROBIN COHEN & ROBIN KLETKE

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 13

MACH13 NANKEN BRINGING ON THE BLITZ
MXS4 MJC4 OF T2B4 (D)
BY NANKEN SECRET MIGHTY MOUSE X
NANKEN QUEEN OF DIAMONDS
BREEDER: NANA RIDGEWAY
OWNER: MELINDA SANFORD

PREFERRED AGILITY EXCELLENT

MACH KATHURAH’S AMAZING MOOSE
BULLWINKLE MXC MJG MXPB PAX XF
T2B3 RATO CGC TKI (D)
BY MONARCH’S SIR LANCELOT X KATURAH’S
AMAZING GRACE SARAH NA NAJ MXP MJP
OFP TKI
BREEDER/OWNER: FLORENCE L BURWELL &
TIM J BURWELL

PREFERRED AGILITY EXCELLENT 3

MACH6 PACH3 TOLLEGEND WINNING
STREAK CDX RA MXG2 MJB3 MXP9 MXPG
MJP10 MJP3 PAX3 OF T2B2 (D)
BY TOLLEGEND RIGHT ON TARGET X
NEWTOPAZ STITCHES AT TOLLEGEND
BREEDER: SHANNEN JORGENSEN
OWNER: KATHY HIGHTSHOE
PREFERRED AGILITY EXCELLENT 12

PNAC AGCH MACH21 PACH12 CHINAK LA REN ON A WHIM MXB6 PDG MJB6 PJG MXP25 MXPS3 PDSP MJP25 MJPS3 (B)
BY CH LA REN CHASE THE MOON X LA REN CHINAK NIGHT WINDS
BREEDER: LUCRETIA HEDBERG
OWNER: ROBIN COHEN & ROBIN KLETKE

AGILITY COURSE TEST 1

ACADIA’S PRINCE OF TIDES ACT1 (D)
BY CH BROOKFIELD’S GIVE’EM THE DICKENS X GCH CH ACADIA’S VIEW FROM THE TOP
BREEDER/OWNER: LINDA POST

BCAT

KISU’S POETRY IN MOTION NA NAJ BCAT TKN (B)
BY CH DOMINO CLEARLAKE COMMOOTION X CH FIREFLY A STAR IS BORN MX MXJ MJB NF
BREEDER/OWNER: BETTY HINSON

PASUN’S CATCH YOU ON THE FLIP SIDE AT RUSH CREEK AX AXJ BCAT (B)
BY GCH CH STEAL MY KISSES FORUSSI OA OAJ OF CGC TKN X A NIGHTS HOLY TARA’ AT PASUNS
BREEDER: HELENA PIKE & DONNA BRADLEY
OWNER: SARAH RUTLAND

PILOTS NORTHERN LIGHTS BCAT (D)
BY CH ADAUGEBO BOGEY OUT OF THE BLUE AT PILOT X CH CROWN JEWEL PILOT’S FIRST CLASS DIVA
BREEDER: DON & MARILYN BAUER
OWNER: KATHE MUNDINGER

AGILITY COURSE TEST 1

SPIRITED PAP RICA ACT1 (B)
BY GCH CH ARROW’S MIGHTY LITTLE WARRIOR NA NAJ OF X KATURAH’S PRET-A-ALLER AX MXJ XF
BREEDER: ROBERT BRUCE MACEWAN
OWNER: LAUREL IRENE MACEWAN & ROBERT BRUCE MAC EWAN

SPOTLIGHT FLYING HIGH ACT2 (B)
BY CH SPOTLIGHT BLACK BEAUTY X GCH CH SPOTLIGHT LONDON TRI SYMPHONY
BREEDER: KIM BARBOLINI
OWNER: LISA HAMILTON

BCAT

MACH TOLLEGEND SPIRIT OF FORTUNE BN RN MXB MJS OF BCAT (D)
BY TOLLEGEND RIGHT ON TARGET X NEWTOPAZ STITCHES AT TOLLEGEND
BREEDER: SHANNEN JORGENSEN
OWNER: BETTY HINSON
AGILITY COURSE TEST 2

4 PAWS SAVOIR FAIRE RI FDC ACT2 CGCA CGCU TKA (D)
BY 4 PAWS UNCHAINED MELODY DA GHOST X KENMAR II HAVE GLITZ AND GLAMOUR
BREEDER: 4 PAWS FOR ABILITY, INC
OWNER: GAIL GARDNER & JANE SCHRIER

4 PAWS VINCENT VAN GOGH BN RI FDC ACT2 CGCA CGCU TKA (D)
BY CH TOOT SWEET'S CARNIVAL MAGIC X KENMAR II 4 PAWS DROPS OF DIVINE DIVA
BREEDER: KAREN SHIRK
OWNER: JANE M SCHRIER & GAIL GARDNER

DCAT

NAC MACH12 PACH2 AERILEE'S LIKE NEVER BEFORE MXG3 PAD MJG3 PJD MXP5 MXPS MJP5 MPS PAX2 XF T2B2 (B)
BY PNAC CH MACH13 PACH STARSTRUCK CHASE THE MOON RA MXB4 MJB4 MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MPB PAX MXF TQX T2B X CH MACH3 PACH AERILEE'S SPARKLING JEM MXG MJC MXP4 MXPB MJP5 MPS PAX T2B2
BREEDER: JULIE RODRIGUEZ
OWNER: BETSEY LYNCH & JULIE RODRIGUEZ

MACH3 AERILEE'S SONGBIRD MXG PAD MJC DCAT (B)
BY CH LIVEWIRE-ETS LEWD'N LASCIVIOUS NAJ SWNE SWA SIAE SBAE SCE SHDN X CH MACH AERILEE'S SPARKLING TREASURE MXB MJS T2B
BREEDER: MRS. JULIE KAY CURRIER
OWNER: BETSEY LYNCH

PASUN'S LOONEE TUNES DCAT (D)
BY GCH CH PASUN'S FLICKER OF MOONLIGHT X A NIGHTS HOLY TARA' AT PASUNS
BREEDER: DONNA BRADLEY
OWNER: COOKIE NEE

AGILITY COURSE TEST 2

SPOTLIGHT FLYING HIGH ACT2 (B)
BY CH SPOTLIGHT BLACK BEAUTY X GCH CH SPOTLIGHT LONDON TRI SYMPHONY
BREEDER: KIM BARBOLINI
OWNER: LISA HAMILTON

FCAT

CARTER B'NEATH HIS DREAMING TREE FCAT TKN (D)
BY UNKNOWN X UNKNOWN
BREEDER: UNKNOWN
OWNER: TERRY TODESCO

CH HART'S SMILEY SOLAR ECLIPSE FCAT (B)
BY CH HART'S LAST TANGO BEFORE THE ECLIPSE X CH HEISE'S HERE COMES THE SUN
BREEDER: BETH HAWTHORNE & MARY HELM
OWNER: MARY HELM & JERRY HELM

FCAT3

CASABELLA'S TANQUERAY TWIST NF CAX FCAT3 CGC TKN (D)
BY GCH CH CASABELLAS GREAT EXPECTATIONS BY DAK RI ACT2 CGCA TKA X CH CASABELLA'S GIRLS GOT TUDE BY SKIES RN CGCA TKN
BREEDER: CAROL R. LAUREN-SCHMIDT & HAROLD SCHMIDT
OWNER: SUE DEMPSTER & CAROL R. LAUREN-SCHMIDT

GCH CH LAWOOD CHANCE OF A LIFETIME FCAT3 (D)
BY GCH CH LAWOOD KICKIN' AGAINST ALL ODDS X CH MARRICS BROOKLYN MAGIC
BREEDER: ALLEN COX & MARCY WYRENS & LAURA COX
OWNER: ALLEN COX & LAURA COX & MADISON BEACH
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FCAT5

CH TRESOR’S ROUGH ROADS BEAUTIFUL DESTINATIONS RN FDC AX AXJ OF CAA
FCAT5 SCN SIN CGC TKP ATT (D)
BY CH AMOURE BEAU’S SINGULAR SENSATION X GCH CH KATELYNN TAKES FLIGHT OVER THE PATUXENT
BREEDER: LISA CHRISTENSEN & CHRIS CHRISTENSEN
OWNER: DARLENE SCHMUCKER

CH MACH2 LACEWING'S THE BEES KNEES BN RE MXG MJG NAP NJP MXF TQX NFP T2B CAA ACT2 TKP (D)
BY GCH CH MACH2 NAMASTE LITTLE LION MAN RA MXS MJ5 X ZELICAON DELILAH DREAMER MX MXJ
BREEDER: LORI LIPKIN
OWNER: CHERYL MATTHEWS

COURSING ABILITY EXCELLENT

CASABELLA’S TANQUERAY TWIST NF CAX FCAT2 CGC TKN (D)
BY GCH CH CASABELLA’S GREAT EXPECTATIONS BY DAK RI ACT2 CGCA TKA X CH CASABELLA’S GIRLS GOT TUDE BY SKIES RN CGCA TKN
BREEDER: CAROL R. LAUREN-SCHMIDT & HAROLD SCHMIDT
OWNER: SUE DEMPSTER & CAROL R. LAUREN-SCHMIDT

SCENT WORK EXTERIOR NOVICE

CADGETS ALL A-BUZZ AT EVERGEM RA TD NA NAJ MXP MJ5 NFP SWN (D)
BY CH CADGETS LEGEND OF THE FALL RN NA NAJ X CADGETS NINE ROW RAINIER
BREEDER: GAYLE KEY
OWNER: EILEEN PEARL
SCENT WORK BURIED NOVICE

BLICCI’S MORNING DEW AKOYA AX AXJ OF SWN SCA SIA TKN (B)
BY LEMURO WHAT’S UP X BLICCI’SIT TAKES TWO TO TANGO
BREEDER: JANE RAEMY
OWNER: CLAUDIA DAVIS

CADGETS SOLAIRE VANITY FAIR ACT2 SCN SBN CGC TKN (B)
BY GCH CH ZELICAON HONEY BEAR AMANTI X ZELICAON NEXT TOP MODEL AT CADGETS
BREEDER: JUNE AUKERMAN & GAYLE KEY
OWNER: MARCIA J GREENWOOD

CHAMPAIGNE QUINTESSENTIAL TO CADGETS ACT2 SCN SBN CGC TKN (B)
BY DELYTEFUL N FLINTERS TIMELESS TREASURE X GCH CH CHAMPAIGNE LADY ATHENA
BREEDER: CHERYL CLARK
OWNER: MARCIA GREENWOOD

CRACKER JACK’S SURPRISE INSIDE SCN SBN (D)
BY GCH CH WINGHAVEN PRIVATE RYAN X CHAMPAIGNE BUTTON AND BOWS
BREEDER: ERIN MATERN & MR. FORREST G JOHNSON
OWNER: KAREN MARIE MELLERT

SCENT WORK NOVICE

BLICCI’S MORNING DEW AKOYA AX AXJ OF SWN SCA SIA TKN (B)
BY LEMURO WHAT’S UP X BLICCI’SIT TAKES TWO TO TANGO
BREEDER: JANE RAEMY
OWNER: CLAUDIA DAVIS

CADGETS ALL A-BUZZ AT EVERGEM RA TD NA NAJ MXP MJP NFP SWN (D)
BY CH CADGETS LEGEND OF THE FALL RN NA NAJ X CADGETS NINE ROW RAINIER
BREEDER: GAYLE KEY
OWNER: EILEEN PEARL

TOPFLITE HIGH CLASS DARLING ROSE LEE CDX RAE SWN CGC (B)
BY TOPFLITE BOUND AND DETERMINED X CH ARKENO’S HIGH VELOCITY
BREEDER: SANDRA L SCHUMACHER
OWNER: CLAIRE DARLING & SANDRA L SCHUMACHER

SCENT WORK INTERIOR ADVANCED

MACH ALASERA’S U R THE ONE THAT I WANT MXS MJB MXF T2B SWN SCA SIA SEA TKN (B)
BY GCH CH LA REN LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL X MACH5 ALASERA’S CATCH ME IF U CAN MXB2 MJC2 MXF T2B2
BREEDER/OWNER: LISA PERTILE & TERENCE PERTILE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCENT WORK EXTERIOR ADVANCED</th>
<th>CANINE GOOD CITIZEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MACH ALASERA’S U R THE ONE THAT I WANT MXS MJB MXF T2B SWN SCA SIA SEA TKN (B)</strong></td>
<td><strong>ANDALI PH THE ONE WHO KNOWS LOVE CGC (D)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY GCH CH LA REN LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL X MACH5 ALASERA’S CATCH ME IF U CAN MXB2 MJC2 MXF T2B2</td>
<td>BY CH ANDALI LA REN SHADOW IN THE GLEN X CH ALL OF MY LIFE VIVE VANETTE BREATHER: ANDREA MELOON &amp; CHERYL MAASS OWNER: JOLENE ROUDEBUS &amp; ANDREA S MELOON &amp; CHERYL MAASS &amp; TEGAN JAWROSKI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BREEDER/OWNER: LISA PERTILE &amp; TERENCE PERTILE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BLICCI’S MORNING DEW AKOYA AX AXJ OF SWN SCA SIA SEA TKN (B)</strong></td>
<td><strong>INDIAN PEANUT CUTESTER FURBALL CGC (D)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY LEMURO WHAT’S UP X BLICCI'SIT TAKES TWO TO TANGO</td>
<td>BY GCH CH GARDEN GATE S. PEACH RAZZMATAZZ X S. PEACHES AMAZING GRACE BREEDER: SANDRA MCCURRY OWNER: NANCY SIMON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BREEDER: JANE RAEMY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWNER: CLAUDIA DAVIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PLAYTYME’S FREVERT FIERY CAYENNE PEPPER NA NAJ ACT1 SWN SEA CGC (B)</strong></td>
<td><strong>PASUN &amp; FORUSSI ONE DAY I’LL SHOW THEM ALL OA OAJ OF CGCA (B)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY CH PLAYTYME’S TANGLED IN STARQUEST X CH PLAYTYME’S BETCHA IMA BIG SHOT</td>
<td>BY GCH CH STEAL MY KISSES FORUSSI OA OAJ OF CGC TKN X A NIGHTS HOLY TARA’ AT PASUNS BREEDER: HELENA PIKE &amp; DONNA BRADLEY OWNER: HELENA PIKE &amp; CHELSEA PIKE &amp; DONNA BRADLEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BREEDER: TAMMY L DEWITT &amp; CHERISH DEWITT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWNER: SHELIA MARTIN &amp; ROBERT MARTIN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CH STARLINE N MARRICS LOST PARABATI V SHADA SWN SIA SEA (D)</strong></td>
<td><strong>PUPPELINA LILY ROSE CGC TKN (B)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY CH CONNECTION SILJANS PAINTED MOON X GCHB CH MARRICS DECADENT DELIGHT</td>
<td>BY CH AKAI’S JOY TO THE WORLD X AKAI SERNA-STEIT TRIP TO PARIS BREEDER: MARION FORD OWNER: SARINA AMES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BREEDER: GRACE STEWART &amp; MARCY WYRENS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWNER: SHARON L PARKER &amp; DAVID E PARKER &amp; GRACE STEWART</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCENT WORK BURIED EXCELLENT</strong></td>
<td><strong>ADVANCED CANINE GOOD CITIZEN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GCH CH MONARCH’S PERFUME &amp; PROMISES CDX PCDX BN GN RM3 RAE2 FDC SWN SCE SIE SBE CGC TKN (B)</strong></td>
<td><strong>PASUN &amp; FORUSSI ONE DAY I’LL SHOW THEM ALL OA OAJ OF CGCA (B)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY CH JOCO’S TUINLUV BRAVEHEART X MONARCH’S DAINTY DINAH-STEE BREEDER: MARGIE RICCOMINI OWNER: MISS NORINE NIEMAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADVANCED CANINE GOOD CITIZEN</strong></td>
<td><strong>PASUN &amp; FORUSSI ONE DAY I’LL SHOW THEM ALL OA OAJ OF CGCA (B)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PASUN &amp; FORUSSI ONE DAY I’LL SHOW THEM ALL OA OAJ OF CGCA (B)</strong></td>
<td><strong>PASUN &amp; FORUSSI ONE DAY I’LL SHOW THEM ALL OA OAJ OF CGCA (B)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY GCH CH STEAL MY KISSES FORUSSI OA OAJ OF CGC TKN X A NIGHTS HOLY TARA’ AT PASUNS BREEDER: HELENA PIKE &amp; DONNA BRADLEY OWNER: HELENA PIKE &amp; CHELSEA PIKE &amp; DONNA BRADLEY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PASUN &amp; FORUSSI ONE DAY I’LL SHOW THEM ALL OA OAJ OF CGCA (B)</strong></td>
<td><strong>PASUN &amp; FORUSSI ONE DAY I’LL SHOW THEM ALL OA OAJ OF CGCA (B)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY GCH CH STEAL MY KISSES FORUSSI OA OAJ OF CGC TKN X A NIGHTS HOLY TARA’ AT PASUNS BREEDER: HELENA PIKE &amp; DONNA BRADLEY OWNER: HELENA PIKE &amp; CHELSEA PIKE &amp; DONNA BRADLEY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TRICK DOG NOVICE

BLOOM AN FIGHT THE GOOD FIGHT TKN (D)
BY GCH CH NANRICH VALIFYRE OFF THE RADAR X GCH CH BLOOM AN AIR I BREATHE TKN
BREEDER/OWNER: ANNETTE BLOMQUIST

GCH CH BLOOM AN GLOW IN THE DARK TKN (B)
BY GCHG CH VALIFYRE FREESPIRIT ICY SPARKS X GCH CH BLOOM AN I WILL RISE TKN
BREEDER: ANNETTE BLOMQUIST & CANDACE BLOMQUIST
OWNER: ANNETTE BLOMQUIST

CH BLOOM AN RECKLESS LOVE TKN (D)
BY GCH CH NANRICH VALIFYRE OFF THE RADAR X GCH CH BLOOM AN LOVE IS AN OPEN DOOR TKN
BREEDER/OWNER: ANNETTE BLOMQUIST

FEY TKN (B)
BY GCH CH SKYTRY’S TRANSFORMERS HIP-HOP MUSIC MASTER X SKYTRY’S DADDY’S LITTLE SUPERNATURAL PRINCESS
BREEDER: JOANNE GLAWSON & SKYLAR GLAWSON
OWNER: MS. XIAOCHEN WANG

MARVAL ZIGGY STARDUST TKN (D)
BY INTER WIN YOUR FOREVER X STARSIGN’S WRITTEN IN THE STARS
BREEDER: MARY HUGHES
OWNER: SHERRIE ABBOTT JOHNS

PATUXENT’S SPIRIT OF JUSTICE CGC TKN (D)
BY PATUXENT’S SWIFT JUSTICE MX MXJ MJS OF X PATUXENT’S SPIRIT IN THE SKY OA AXJ CGC
BREEDER: LETTY MCNULTY
OWNER: LESLEY WEIHS

WINGSSONG BELLISSIMA TKN (B)
BY GCHS CH WINGSSONG HERE WE GO AGAIN X CH WINGSSONG WILD AT HEART
BREEDER: PAT JONES & CHRIS JONES
OWNER: HEIDI CROFT & PAT JONES & JEANETTE CROFT

TRICK DOG INTERMEDIATE

HYSER’S BLAZE OF GLORY BN RN FDC CGCA CGCU TKI (D)
BY CH MARQUIS HOW TO TRAIN YOUR DRAGON X CH MARQUIS BY ROYAL DECREE
BREEDER: PAULA RAY & KEVIN M RAY
OWNER: DONNA K HYSER

WINGSSONG BELLISSIMA TKI (B)
BY GCHS CH WINGSSONG HERE WE GO AGAIN X CH WINGSSONG WILD AT HEART
BREEDER: PAT JONES & CHRIS JONES
OWNER: HEIDI CROFT & PAT JONES & JEANETTE CROFT